Sculpture I and Sculpture II Curricula

Sculpture occupies the
same space as your body.
Anish Kapoor

The same five important areas for growth that we explored in 7th and 8th grade visual arts
classes: perception, resourcefulness, character, craftsmanship and vocabulary are encouraged,
modeled and promoted throughout the artist’s experience at JBS. We vary our activities and
materials from year to year, but generally cover the same skills and concepts.
Sculpture presents the art student with the same types of issues faced by artists in any discipline from compositional and aesthetic concerns to technical and structural requirements. The
sculptors make use of a variety of techniques including welding, brazing, bronze casting, clay
modeling, mold-making, direct plaster, aluminum riveting, foam carving, etc. In periodic
critiques, the sculptor is encouraged to become fluent and comfortable talking about basic
sculptural issues.

Sculpture 1 Curriculum
Sculpture Rocks
This
exercise
involves
making
an
enlargement
of
a
simple,
smooth
stone. The students learn to make and use
a scale for enlarging and an armature for
supporting the structure. The rocks are
made of plaster and burlap over a chicken
wire armature. Modeling by building up
plaster and then shaving it down usually
reveal the subtlety and complexity of the
apparently simple form of the real
rock. Ultimately a connection is suggested
between the sophisticated and complex
modeling from a human figure such as an
area of flesh that implies that there is bone
and muscle under it. The modeling that
sculptors do in such an area is quite sophisticated. While the sculpture may be made of soft,
sticky clay, the modeling of that clay suggests that it is stretched over hard and soft things, like
muscle and bone. Perception is key in this exercise. Without the guidelines of edges and planes,
the forms on both the rock and the plaster form are difficult to define, much less observe. The
measurement of the forms (using a scale) can help the sculptors find their way around the forms
initially. Craftsmanship and the correct use of a scale can be helpful, but this exercise can
stretch the sculptors’ character by demanding precision in the modeling, eliminating all edges
and flat planes.

Styrofoam Composition
The sculptors work with electric hotwires to cut foam which is then assembled into a composition.
Because the foam is light and doesn’t require an armature, the sculptors have the opportunity to
work on a larger scale.

Steel Figure/Animal Study
Students are directed to braze a 3/16” steel figure
emphasizing proportion and gesture.
We
generally look at examples of figurative work in
which gesture plays a large part and is carried
throughout the piece. Craftsmanship and safety
are particularly important for the sculptors using
brazing torches.

Composition in Clay
The sculptors view traditional sculptural
compositions in which the arrangement of the
forms complements the idea that the sculptor is
conveying. The students’ compositions can
consist of one or more elements, but must stress
clarity.
Stretch, earthenware

Name That Sculpture
Sculptors draw a word from a hat and make a nonrepresentational sculpture with that word as the
title. Words such as launch (shown), cascade,
tumble, intimidate, words that connote rather
specific movement or composition, are used. A
strong reference is made to poetry (Elizabeth Bishop,
The Fish) and the importance of clarity and paring
away anything that does not contribute. Distinctions
are discussed between the words cascade and
tumble, for instance, to prompt visual difference
between the words. We use riveted aluminum sheet
with preformed aluminum tubes and squares.
Resourcefulness
and
continued
editing
are
necessary to elicit the title effectively while using the
least material.
Launch, aluminum

Wax Study from Life

The sculptors view works by Rodin in which a
body part is studied separately from the
figure. Usually the sculptor will make a small
study of a hand gesture, noting how the
gesture affects/effects the idea.

Study of Hands, bronze

Rooster, bronze

Animal Study from Life
Rooster, bronze
The sculptors often work from live animal models. The
resulting antics in the studio can be entertaining and
informative, especially with poultry. It is a form the
students already know well (KFC) even if they don’t realize it. The animals are all tame enough
to be felt and held to understand movement and form under the feathers.

Sculpture II Curriculum
The advanced sculptors deal with form and content issues. The particular direction that each
assignment may take is directly evolved from the concerns and issues of professional artists:
striving for clarity, making the technical and the material appropriate to the idea and generally
encouraging more informed choices through a succession of guided assignments or exercises.
The curriculum includes visual aids specific to the various exercises and trips to galleries and
artists’ studios. These exercises are samples of those that we typically do, but current events and
local or national exhibitions may determine a direction for a semester. Also, the level at which
various exercises are taught can change, depending on the experience of the students.

Relief Sculpture
This advanced relief exercise can include
the task of creating a repeating design,
such as tiles that read as a continuous
movement when placed next to each other
horizontally. Designs can be worked out
and easily repeated on the computer. We
also work in relief from the model and other
sources emphasizing subtle control of depth
within the picture plane in a shallow relief.
Another direction we take with relief is in a smaller, more challenging scale studying coins and
medals and the rich and varied sources they have. The sculptors can design their own coin,
usually one sided and with or without lettering. The process of sculpting a small relief as in a coin
or medal is described from the original modeling of a large relief to the reducing of the relief, to
striking, minting and casting. A plaster mold is made of the design and the sculptors can cast
multiples in clay or metal.

Bronze Container/Box
Usually constructed of wax parts, the box can
allow the sculptor to make a more personal
statement. Craftsmanship is emphasized and a
wide variety of functional pieces are shown.
Sculptors work with wax sheets with cast or
modeled additions.

left, Octagonal Bird Box, bronze

Kinetic Sculptures
The sculptors are shown a wide range of moving
sculptures, from whirligigs to works by Tim Prentiss,
Theo Jansen and Arthur Ganson to introduce them
to kinetic sculpture. The sculptors are encouraged
to translate one simple movement into a sculptural
piece. Several mechanisms are examined and
translated into steel or aluminum as examples.

Figure Studies from Life
The
advanced
sculptors
have
the
opportunity to work from live models in wax
or clay. One of the challenges with this
activity is maintaining a sense of the whole
gesture without becoming too caught up
in separate details.
The sculptors are
advised to construct the forms in large
planes at first, building the gesture into the
form. Perception of these planes as well as
perception of proportion are, of course,
key in this exercise.
Craftsmanship will
always play a big role in works done in clay.
Maintenance
of
the
moisture
and
preparation for firing of thicker forms is
crucial.

Glisten, aluminum

Figure Study, Raku clay

Hand Made Modeling Tool
Sculptors are asked to examine the tools they use
for modeling and to consider if they can make a
tool more useful or comfortable to handle or
merely beautiful. We use hardwoods cut out on a
bandsaw that are then sanded and formed into a
finished, satiny tool that they can use.

Local Sculpture
The sculptors are shown local sculpture that they may or may not notice as they move through
St. Louis. They include obvious work like the arch and some iconic Laumeier pieces, but the list
also includes some beautiful work at the St. Louis Zoo, the City Museum and the new Citygarden.
Local work is shown and discussed and the artists are presented to the students through videos
and field trips.

Individual Directions
The advanced sculptor may want to venture in a personal direction in the studio as long as the
sculptor is has proven that she is self-motivated and productive.

Architectural Ornaments
Any advanced sculptor can choose to complete a full size architectural ornament in clay, which
will be to be cast at a foundry into bronze and installed permanently on the Brauer Building. The
sculptor must maintain focus and dedication to the project for an extended period of time in
order to complete the piece. We have taken field trips to the foundry where they are cast and
patinaed.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Red Tail Hawk, clay study
(bronze installed on east façade)

